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Planning commissions are charged with evaluating the full impact of new projects and making a
balanced decision considering all the elements of a project. As the former director of the YoloSolano and Sacramento Air Quality Management Districts over 22 years, I have been part of
evaluating many projects and certainly understand the importance of air quality as an element
of an environmental review. When I began this work in 1995, air pollution from vehicles
overwhelmed other sources, and air professionals knew that addressing vehicular air pollution
would be part of their mission into the foreseeable future. We have made tremendous progress
in meeting that challenge.
Along with reducing vehicular pollution, we have learned the importance of sustainable
development where ideally VMT is reduced, transit is available and where biking and walking
are ready options for residents. Logically, many of the best sites for sustainable development
were often close to roadways and within the boundaries of our already developed cities but
had higher health impacts due to near road air pollution. For this reason, among others,
California air professionals and the industry worked steadily to improve fuels, reinvent engines
and filtration systems and more recently have rapidly moved toward a zero or near zero
emission fleet on roadways. Likewise, rail locomotives have become dramatically cleaner. You
can see these improvements on the attached files from ARB presentations both for NOx and
PM2.5 as well as greenhouse gases. These steady improvements now make projects like Nishi
feasible and appropriate. Plans and funding in place at the state ensure these already dramatic
reductions in vehicular pollution will continue well into the 2030’s both to support improved air
quality and state greenhouse gas reduction goals.
Additionally, to minimize impacts on residents, the developers of the Nishi project have agreed
to stringent mitigations that will greatly reduce remaining air quality impacts, and really the
design of the project itself is a mitigation, with proper orientation, high efficiency air filtration
and green buffers along I-80. Importantly, the temporary population that will live there while
attending UCD also minimizes any long term impacts on residents.
As the UCD Chancellor noted in his January 8th Op Ed, smart development in Davis must
complement UCD efforts to accommodate their student population. The Nishi project is such a
project, oriented toward the campus, while importantly supporting City financial and business
needs. Students living there will not drive to campus and in many cases the location will
eliminate their need to own a vehicle, as they would have if Nishi was not developed. This will
reduce congestion on Davis roads, eliminate those vehicles from the general air pollution mix
and provide a financial benefit to students who do not have to purchase a car to attend the
university.
Larry F. Greene

This chart shows the NOx and PM2.5 inventory reductions based on the latest
ARB Truck and Bus rule. You can see the continued reductions over the next
years.

This chart is from the Scoping Plan approved by the ARB in December 2017.
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